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Vertex invasions became a common occurrence.

Although the large "perfect" Vertexes weren't included in the raids, the common and evolved level 
Vertexes were incessantly invading Shikoku.
 
Anzu and Tamako were no more.

Yuuna was hospitalized and could not participate in battle.

MMeaning Wakaba and Chikage were the only heroes who could ght.

ough the invading swarms were not particularly overwhelming in size, the heroes would have 
a tough battle due to having only two members on their side.

 
"Eat shit...!"

e seven Chikages formed by Shichinin Misaki's power swung seven scythes at an evolved Vertex 
at the same time, shredding it into tiny pieces which vanished.

""Haah... haah..."

e physically exhausted Chikage was released of her trump card's power, and she returned to 
being a singular entity. She took a knee on the ground, her legs too fatigued to stand.

She looked up to see the Yoshitsune-imbued Wakaba cutting down the nal remnants of the 
Vertexes.

"Phew..."

WWakaba sighed and landed right beside Chikage. She released her trump card and returned to her 
normal hero outt.

"It's nally over, huh. How many does that make this month?"

"... I got tired of counting already..."

"ere've been way too many invasions lately..."

Conspicuous injuries riddled the two girls' bodies. ey had been grazed by evolved Vertex arrows 
and bruised by their blows.

WWakaba surveyed the entire Jukai.

"e corrosion happened again, huh..."
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e Taisha concluded that suppressing the information was impossible and officially announced 
the hero deaths and the link between the frequent calamities and Vertex attacks. anks to the 
Taisha's information control, the newspapers and TV news reported with a positive slant the 
heroes' victories and the Taisha's activities.

However-- voices of anxiety cried up throughout the population. Crime and suicides rose. Public 
order was collapsing.

"Sorry for the wait, Hinata."

DDone with her examinations, Wakaba walked into the waiting room.

"Not at all. I'm the one who chose to wait here on my own."

Hinata quickly returned the newspaper she was reading to the magazine rack, but not before 
Wakaba noticed the article she was reading.

"Hmm... more victims, huh..."

An unpleasant expression arose on Wakaba's face.

"It's not your fault, Wakaba-chan... In fact, it's thanks to you two that more people didn't get hurt."

HHinata tried using gentle words of encouragement, but Wakaba didn't cheer up.

"e doctor said... I'm using trump cards too much. It's apparently taking a toll on my body. But 
I have to use trump cards if I want to keep the corrosion down to a minimum..."

Wakaba sat down on the waiting room sofa and sighed.

"It's a war of attrition, I guess... We're at an impasse here."

"... True..."

e damage to the citizens must be minimized.

BBut if the heroes continued to use trump cards, they would be the rst to fall.

A short moment later, Chikage returned to the waiting room.

"Is your body okay?"

Hinata looked at Chikage's face with concern.

"It's far from okay... Besides, they said to hold back on using trump cards..."

"You too, huh?"
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"at's right... it was just bad luck...!"

'--Yeah, that's for sure. You're totally right--'

Chikage suddenly heard a voice by her ear. She looked up in surprise.

Before she had even noticed, someone was there, right next to her bed-- Someone who looked 
exactly like Chikage herself.

(Ahh, I see, this is a dream... Just a bad dream...)

e girl with Chikage's form curled her lips into the shape of a crescent moon, forming a fake 
smile.

'--Besides, doesn't it seem a little forced how Nogi-san got injured? You expect me to believe 
that the strong Wakaba-san just happened to fall down that easily, and there happened to be a 
well-placed owerpot there too?--'

"What are you... implying...?"

Even though she knew it was a dream, Chikage couldn't help but ask the girl who looked like her.

'--'--What if it was on purpose?--'

"..."

'--I'm saying Nogi-san threw herself down and hurt herself in a theatrical manner to make you out 
to be the bad guy.--'

"... For what purpose...?"

'--Isn't it obvious? It's so she can attack you later and claim it was under the name of justice. She's 
just like those jerks who hurt you in the past.--'

CChikage recalled the memories of when she had been bullied in the past.

e girl with Chikage's face whispered into her ear.

'--Nogi-san is your enemy.--'

"..."

'--Your enemy--'

Just then, Chikage's mail ringtone sounded out from her smartphone.
CChikage snapped to her senses, got up from her bed, and looked around. e girl with her face was 
nowhere to be found.
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e curtains of the night had closed outside her window before she had realized it. Hours had 
already passed since she had returned. Chikage really must have fallen asleep without noticing 
it. at conversation really must have been a dream.

She picked her smartphone up from the table. It was mail from the Taisha.

She was going to ignore it if it were another request for her to take counseling, but that wasn't it.
It was a very abrupt message.

----e Taisha hereby extends a proposal. Would you like for your parents to be moved to 
Marugame City so that they may live with you?
 
Aer getting her hand injury treated, Wakaba returned to her room. She puzzled over her feelings 
as she looked at her bandaged hand.

(I was going to chase aer Chikage when she ran out of the hospital... but what exactly was I going 
to do once I caught up to her...?)

WWakaba had been horribly worked up when it had all happened. e blood had clearly rushed to 
her head when she saw Chikage's abusive attitude towards Hinata. But even with that considered, 
she had still acted with less composure than she usually would have.

(If Hinata hadn't stopped me, I might have ended up hurting Chikage...)

at thought sent chills down Wakaba's spine.

SShe realized a little bit late that even though she had gotten into an argument with Chikage, she 
should have said things differently. Aer all, she had known beforehand that Chikage was in a 
mentally dangerous state.

(Have I... been driven into a corner too...?)

She felt as if she were losing control of her emotions. Not a good sign.

Early in the morning, several days later, Chikage headed to her hometown to help them prepare 
to move to Marugame City.

SShe sat in her seat in the express train, passing the time away with her handheld game system. But 
she just couldn't get into her usual mood. She couldn't concentrate, and she kept making several 
misplays.

She turned off her game system and closed her eyes.

AAs a minor, it would only be natural for Chikage to live with her parents, and it would help her 
developmentally in physical and emotional health... or so the Taisha said. But basically, that 
meant that they wanted to build a foundation of support for her. Even Chikage could imagine 
why.
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Anzu's notebook was found when Hinata was sorting through the belongings of the deceased 
heroes. It was the only handwritten notebook found amongst the massive stockpiles of books 
that lled her shelves.

"Now that you mention it, even in her nal battle, Anzu said it was dangerous to use trump 
cards..."

Out of all the heroes, Anzu had been the one who most strongly felt the danger of the fairies.

FFurthermore, when the rst perfect Vertex appeared, Yuuna imbued her body with the erce 
fairy known as Shuten-Doji. e effects of the "bad something" had an obvious effect on Yuuna, 
apparently conrming the Taisha's suspicions of the dangers of fairies.

"So... what exactly is that effect?"

"Increased anxiety, paranoia, and aggression. Loss of self control. Fixation on negative and 
destructive thoughts... e report used many difficult words, but essentially, the mind becomes 
unstable and the person becomes more prone to reckless behavior."

"... I... "... I... see..."

Wakaba's destabilizing emotions and increased irritability were perhaps an effect of the repeated 
use of fairy power.

Chikage's emotional danger was perhaps caused in part by fairies too, and not simply the anxiety 
caused by the desperate situation.

Just then, Wakaba's smartphone rang. e screen indicated the caller was using a pay phone. 
ough it seemed suspicious, Wakaba picked up.

'--'--Hello, Wakaba-chan?--'

On the other end of the phone was Yuuna, whispering.

"Yuuna? What happened?"

'--Umm, well, I'm in the hospital, but I'm worried about you and Gun-chan... but I can't get out! 
And because of the whole fairy thing, Gun-chan won't pick up...--'

"Yuuna, calm down. Just what are you talking about?"

'--Aaahh, sorry! Umm, but we need to hurry, or the phone won't connect!--'

YYuuna's roundabout words confused Wakaba and then--

"Wakaba-chan, please leave it to me."

Hinata took the phone from Wakaba.
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"Just what happened here...?"

"Watch this!!"

Chikage's father picked up a bundle of paper off the table and threw it at her.

DDozens of papers, each of different materials and dimensions, scattered onto the oor. Scraps of 
notebook paper, stationery, backs of leaets, copy paper--  each of them scrawled with abusive 
language. "Heroes are useless" "Trash breeds trash" "Village idiots" "Don't you know how to raise a 
daughter?" "Die" "No point in a hero who can't save shit" "Your whole family is trash"

"What... is this...?"

Chikage's voice trembled. Her eyes grew dark. Her legs quivered.

""Each and every day, these letters come pouring into the house! And it's not just letters, oh no, 
everyone's shit talking us behind our backs! I get dirty looks all day just walking through town. 

Some aren't even ashamed to tell me directly...! Ah, I've just about had it with this town! And it's all 
your damn fault, Chikage! You lost! Some hero you are! You can't even protect anyone! You piece of 
shit!"

"...!"

e Koori family had been hated throughout town from the start. But they had gained respect from 
the townspeople thanks to Chikage becoming a hero.

And yet--

'--is is what heroes get for all their hard battles.--'

e voice echoed in her head again.

And then, hidden among all the abusive letters-- she found words she absolutely could not believe: 
"Doi and Iyojima are incompetent fools. Give us back our tax money. Heroes are worthless!"

"... "... e hell is that?"

Did Tamako and Anzu ght just to be told that?

ey dedicated their lives and in the end, paid the ultimate sacrice--

"And this... is how you bastards repay them...?"

'--at's bullshit--'

"We're not worthless trash--"

'--YOU are!--'
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Chikage slowly raised her scythe,

and casually swung it down.

As if she were swatting a y with a newspaper.

e girl closest to her had her clothes slashed from her chest to her stomach, a thin line of blood rising up 
to the surface of her skin.

"...eep, Nooooooooo!"

IIt was not a serious injury at all, but she was shocked by the sight of blood and fell to her knees.

"Eeeep...!"

One of the girls turned around and tried to escape. But the rst prey to run is the rst prey to be targeted.

Chikage wrapped around to where the girl was running to and tripped her with the scythe's pole end.

"Gyah!"

e girl tumbled and fell to the ground.

"P-p-please... please... please spare me...!"

e girl begged Chikage with a tear-soaked face.

Chikage gave the girl a cold glance before taking out her smartphone and activating the hero app. Her 
clothes transformed into her battle garb.

She then looked at the girl once more.

"Wh-what... S-spare me...! P-please, spare me..."

Chikage raised her scythe.

"Come on and ght..."

""Huh...?"

Before the girl could understand the meaning of what was said to her, Chikage sliced her cheek.

A line of blood owed.

"Hyah, eeeeep!"

As the girl desperately held down her cheek and screamed, Chikage spoke to her expressionlessly.

""Doi-san and Iyojima-san... both stood up against erce monsters despite hopeless odds... even when it 
cost them their lives... If you think you have any right to criticize us... then why don't you try ghting 
something overwhelmingly stronger than yourselves for once...!?"
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Chikage swung down her scythe.

A red line ran down the girl's thigh.

"Hyaaaaaah!"

"Come on and ght...!"

Chikage swung down her scythe. Several strands of the girl's hair fell.

"... Fight...! Maybe then you'll understand our pain...!"

WWith each swing, Chikage wounded the girl's body little by little. e girl screamed like mad. But Chikage 
did not stop.

Chikage was intoxicated by the sensation of giving into her anger.

She felt her own mind slowly collapse.

e other three girls were either standing in place in fear or had fallen to the ground entirely.
Chikage then went for the fatal blow--
 
AAnd heard the sound of metal striking metal.
 
Chikage's scythe had been stopped by Wakaba's sword.

"Chikage, stop!"

"Nogi... san...?"

Why was she here?

Why did she stop her?

SSeveral questions rose up in Chikage's head, but she was in no condition to think calmly.

"Don't get in my way...!"

Chikage strengthened her grip around her scythe.

But Wakaba didn't budge either. She pushed back against the scythe with her sword. Chikage lost the power 
struggle and retreated several steps.

Calm down, Chikage! You're no position to think straight!"

""I know, I know...! But they betrayed us...! We've risked our lives to protect these people... and they betrayed 
us! ... How do you expect me to calm down...!?"

Chikage remained infuriated as she swung her scythe.

Wakaba blocked Chikage's attacks with her sword.

"No! at rage isn't how you truly feel! You're under the inuence of the fairy's power!"
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"What... are you talking about...!?"

She had no idea what Wakaba was saying.

Chikage could feel nothing but rage towards the selsh humans who abused the very heroes who protected 
them.

Chikage tried to nish passing her judgment, but Wakaba would not budge. She was strong. Strong enough 
to defend against all of Chikage's attacks.

""Stop already!"

"Shut... up...!"

"If you harm people, you won't be able to turn back!"

"Zip it...! Shut up! Stop talking!"

Chikage kept swinging her scythe enraged.

""ey're all full of shit! Every last one...! What have we been ghting for...!? Tell me, what!? We protect 
them...! We protected these ungrateful bastards...! We put our lives on the line for them...! So why must 
they criticize us...!? If this is what it all comes down to... then there's no point in ghting, no point in 
protecting people...! None at all!"

"Even so, we still must protect them! We must protect those who can't protect themselves...!"

"Shut up...! Nothing's changed from back then! Nothing at all...! I became a hero...! And I still get hurt! I 
still get criticized...! Why, why, why!?"

""Chikage..."

"Why...!? Tell me why...! Ugh, uuughh....!"

Tears fell from Chikage's face as she swung her scythe.

"Why... why won't you ght back...!? You're way stronger than me if you even tried...!"

"How do you expect me to attack you...!?"

Wakaba would only block Chikage's scythe with her sword. She never struck back.

SShe was still regretting the quarrel she had with Chikage at the hospital. ough fairy inuence may have 
caused instability in her mind, she still ended up hurting her friend.

"I have no more swords to point towards a friend!"

"You... truly... disgust me...!"

Chikage hated Wakaba.
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